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Supplement to Part I Danmarks Kirker 
I. THE REPRESENTATIONS OF GOD, ANGELS, AND DEVILS 
GOD THE FATHER 
Oksby, XIX-1397, 12. we. c.1500. 
GOD IN MAJESTY 
Arhus, Vor Frue klosterkirke, XVI-1289. wp. End wall, L. 1517. S-255 . 
Janderup, XIX-1063, 13,, 44. sc, epitaph. c.1650. 
HAND OF GOD 
Vitved, XVI-3017, Q. sc, tympanum. c.1150. Similar to tympanum in Stilling. 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-41. 
DOVE OF THE HOLY GHOST 
Janderup, XIX-1051, 25.. we, font cover. 1652. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
ANGELS 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. E arch. Poor condition, part lost. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-54. 
Al, XIX-1322, 44-.5..8.. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 1, N arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-123. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. E arch. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
ANGEL MUSICIANS 
Al, XIX-1322, 44-.5..8.. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
S0nderbjerg, XII-755. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1500. S-207. 
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Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. S chapel, E arch. Poor condition. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-263, M-K 
18-3. 
M0gelt0nder, XXI-1301. wp. W wall. c.1550. S-261. 
Holb01, XXII-2012. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-260, M-K 11-96. 
Henne, XIX-1257, .3.2. we, sounding board. 1600-20. 
Kliplev, XXII-1980. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1600. S-260. 
ANGELS WITH CENSERS 
Tandslet, XXIII-2427. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1480. S-263, M-K 25-9. 
DEVILS 
MArslet, XVI-2253. wp. N wall, L. 1200-25. S-242. 
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Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-41,28-42. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Cross arch, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-256, M-K 5-52. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, .1.5.-1.8.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
DEV~PLAGUESHUMAN 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-41. 
II. OLD TEST AMENT 
ADAM 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1208, 38, 39. we, epitaph. 1600-25. 
CREATION OF EVE 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, W arch, R. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-126. 
Hassing, XII-530. wp. Choir, NW corner. c.1550. S-201. 
EVE 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1208, 18., .3..2. we, epitaph. 1600-25. 
FALL 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1193. wp. E sect, E arch. 1450-1500. S-203, M-K 18-100. 
Billum, XIX-1093. em.m, baptismal dish. c.l550. S. German. 
EXPULSION 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1193. wp. E sect, E arch. S-203, M-K 18-100. 
MOSES 
Lunde, XIX-1128, 31.. sc, gravestone. 1642. 
MOSES WITH THE TABLES OF THE LAW 
M0gelt0nder, XXI-1301. wp. E wall, E arch. S-261. 
AI, XIX-1333, 11. we, pulpit. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AARON 
· Lunde, XIX-1128, TI. sc, gravestone. 1642. 
I 
\ 
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DAVID 
AI, XIX-1322. wp. Nave, N wall. c.1200-25. S-211. 
JONAH 
S0nderbjerg, XII-755. wp. Choir, SEarch. c.1500. S-207. 
SAMSON AND THE PHILISTINES 
Hassing, XII-530. wp. Choir, NW comer. c.1500. S-201. 
ill. BLESSED VIRGIN MARY 
B VM (SEE ALSO CRUCIFIXION AT GOLGOTHA) 
Lunde, XIX-1121,26. we. c.1500. 
Ho, XIX-1366, 21-.ll. we. c.1500. 
Ho, XIX-1370, 3.5.. we. c.l500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. E arch. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
BETROTHAL OF B VM AND JOSEPH 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-.2B_. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
ANNUNCIATION 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-.2B_. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
Lunde, XIX-1120. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1500. S. German. 
Fruering, XVI-2975, 2.3.. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Janderup, XIX-1051. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Kvong, XIX-1173, 12.. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Torstrup, XIX-1430. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
L0nne, XIX-1281,2a-h. we,' altar panel. c.1630. 
GABRIEL 
AI, XIX-1322. wp. Chancel arch. c.1200-25. S-211. 
VISITATION 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-.2B_. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
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IV. THE INFANCY OF CHRIST 
NATIVITY 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-.5..8.. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
BVM AND CHILD 
AI, XIX-1322. wp. Chancel arch. c.1200-25. S-211. 
Ho, XIX-1365, ~. we. c.1425. 
Oksby, XIX-1396,ll. we. c.1425. 
Billum, XIX-1087, .12-2.1. we. c.1500. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Lunde, XIX-1117, 20. we. c.l500. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, 11. we, reredos. c.1500. 
ADORATION OF THE MAG I 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-.5..8.. we. c. l450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
L0nne, XIX-1281, ~. 11. 12. we, reredos. c.l475. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. N wall. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-3. 
M0gelt0nder, XXI-1301. wp. E wall, E arch. c.1550. S-261. 
CIRCUMCISION OF CHRIST 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-.5..8.. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
MASSACRE OF THE INNOCENTS 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-.5..8.. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE, AGE 12 
At, XIX-1322, 44-.5..8.. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
V. CHRIST'S MINISTRY 
JOHN THE BAPTIST 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. E arch. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
M0gelt0nder, XXI-1301. wp. E wall, E arch. c.1550. S-261. 
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AGNUS DEI 
M0gelt0nder, XXI-1301. wp. E wall, E arch. c.1550. S-261. 
Ovtrup, XIX-1154, 22. sc, gravestone. 1660-80. 
BAPTISM OF CHRIST 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-~. we. c.1450. By the Liineburg workshop. 
Janderup, XIX-1051, 2.5.. we, font cover. 1652. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
MARY MAGDALENE 
L0nne, XIX-1281, .8., 11, 11. we, reredos. c.1475. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, S side, top. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-8. 
RAISING OF LAZARUS 
AI, XIX-1322. wp. Nave, S wall. c.l200-25. S-211. 
VI. THE PASSION 
LAST SUPPER 
Home, XIX-1453, 1.8.. pw. c.1625. 
L0nne, XIX-1281, 2..a:h. we, altar panel. c.1630. 
Billum, XIX-1084, 11. pw. 1647. By Sten Adamsen and Hans (Jensen or B0lling). 
AGONY IN THE GARDEN 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. W arch. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-55. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row on N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-68. 
BETRAYAL 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row on N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-68. 
ARREST OF CHRIST 
Br(lms, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row on N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-68. 
APPEARANCE BEFORE HIGH PRIEST 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-69. 
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ECCE HOMO 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-71. 
CHRIST BEFORE PILATE 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-71. 
Hassing, XII-530. wp. Choir, NW comer. c.1550. S-201. 
SCOURGING 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-70. 
MOCKING 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-70, 5-71. 
CHRIST CARRYING CROSS 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. N wall. Fragment. c.1250. S-263, M-K 18-1. 
S0nderbjerg, XII-755. wp. Choir, SW arch. c.1500. S-207. 
Vestervig, XII-637. wp. Behind organ. Fragment. c.1500. M-K 28-85,28-86. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-72. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, N side, bottom. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-7. 
SIMON OF CYRENE 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-72. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, N side, bottom. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-7. 
VERNICLE 
Vestervig, XII-637. wp. S sect. c.1475. S-210, M-K 28-82, 28-83. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-72. 
JESUS (UNSPECIFIED SUBJECT) 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, W arch. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-45. 
Ho, XIX-1370, 12. we. c.1500. 
NAILING TO THE CROSS 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, N side, middle. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-6. 
RAISING THE CROSS 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-73. 
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CRUCIFIXION AT GOLGOTHA (WITH OTHER FIGURES) 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. E arch. Poor condition, part lost. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-54. 
Billum, XIX-1090, 25.. we. c.1500. 
Ho, XIX-1361, .ll-2..3.. we. c.1500. 
Haderslev Cathedral, XX-123. wp. N cross arch. c.1500. S-260. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-73. 
Lydum, XIX-1224, .H. pw. 1581. 
CRUCIFIXION WITH BVM AND JOHN 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1199, 2..5_. pl cast, chalice. c.l575. 
L0nne, XIX-1281, 9a-b. we, altar panel. c.1630. 
LONGINUS 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-73. 
CROSS, INCLUDING CROSS WITH SYMBOL OF GOLGOTHA IN FORM OF TRIANGLE 
OR MOUND 
Fruering, XVI-2975, 3.3., :H. sc, gravestone. c.1150. In Odder Museum. 
Henne, XIX-1266, ~. cast, bell. warn 95 em. 1444. 
Stilling, XVI-2962, ~. pl, paten. 1519. 
CRUCIFIXION 
Vitved, XVI-3017, 6. sc, tympanum. c.1150. Similar to tympanum in Stilling. 
Lydum, XIX-1227, .11-12.. pl cast, chalice. 1500-25. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. E arch. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-1,26-2. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, N side, top. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-5. 
CRUCIFIX-ROOD 
AI, XIX-1330, 65.-66. we, rood. 1200-25. In NM. 
Janderup, XIX-1052, 21. we, rood. c.1300. Similar to S0nder Vium. 
Billum, XIX-1094, 2.6. we, rood. c.1300. Similar to Janderup. 
Stilling, XVI-2964, 26. we, rood. 1400-25. 
Hodde, XIX-1481, J.a. we, rood. c.1475. 
Lunde, XIX-1120, 2.6. we, rood. c.1500. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, S side, top. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-8. 
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DEPOSITION 
Tandslet, XXIII-2427. wp. N wall. Poor condition, R half lost. c.l525. S-263, M-K 25-11. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, S side, top. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-8. 
IMAGE OF PITY 
Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, S side, top. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-8. 
VII. THE RISEN CHRIST 
RESURRECTION 
Dybb01, XXIII-2209. wp. Choir. c.1500. Poor condition. S-260, M-K 6-36. 
L¢nne, XIX-1281, 2a:h. we, altar panel. c.1630. 
ASCENSION 
Al, XIX-1322, 44-5R. we. c.1450. By the Lilneburg workshop. 
Dybb01, XXIII-2209. wp. Choir. c.1500. Poor condition. S-260, M-K 6-36. 
L¢nne, XIX-1281, 2a:h. we, altar panel. c.1630. 
PENTECOST 
AI, XIX-1322, 44-5R. we. c.1450. By the Lilneburg workshop. 
VIII. CONCLPSION OF THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN 
CORONATION OF BVM 
N¢rre Nebel, XIX-1194, W.-22.. we. c.1475. 
IX. LAST JUDGMENT 
SALVATORMUNDI 
Ballum, XXI-1407. wp. Apse. c.1250. S-256. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Apse. c.1250. S-256, M-K 5-42, 5-43. 
M¢gelt¢nder, XXI-1301. wp. Arch. c.1275. S-261. 
Tandslet, XXIII-2427. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1480. S-263, M-K 25-9. 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. S chapel, E arch. Poor condition. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-263 , M-K 
18-3. 
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Holb01, XXII-2012. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L .. ykt. S-260, M-K 11-96, 11-97. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Cross arch, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-256, M-K 5-52. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, W arch. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-45. 
Kliplev, XXII-1980. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1600. S-260. 
Janderup, XIX-1053, 29, ll.. we, pulpit. c.1600. 
Ovtrup, XIX-1145, .13.. we, reredos. 1600-20. Similar to Lunde. 
Tistrup, XIX -1506, 25_. we, pulpit. 1611. By Claus Lauridsen's workshop in Kolding. 
Billum, XIX-1095, 1Q. we, pulpit. c.1634. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
Lunde, XIX-1128, .ll. sc, gravestone. 1642. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, .li-la. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333, 71. we, pulpit. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
Janderup, XIX-1063, 13., 44. sc, epitaph. c.1650. 
Ovtrup, XIX-1154, 2.2.. sc, gravestone. 1660-80. 
JUDGMENT DAY (MATTHEW 24 ACCOUNT) 
Tandslet, XXIII-2427. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1480. S-263, M-K 25-9. 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. S chapel, E arch. Poor condition. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. 
Holb01, XXII-2012. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-260, M-K 11-96, 11-97. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Cross arch, E arch. c.l525. By Peter L..ykt. S-256, M-K 5-52. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. E arch. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, W arch. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-45. 
Kliplev, XXII-1980. wp. Choir, E arch. c.l600. S-260. 
DEAD ARISE 
Al, XIX-1322. wp. Chancel arch. c.1200-25. S-211. 
BLESSED IN HEAVEN 
AI, XIX-1322. wp. Chancel arch. c.1200-25. S-211. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. N wall, R, top, L. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-74. 
JUDGMENT (ACCORDING TO APOCALYPSE): WOMAN CLOTHED WITH SUN 
Henne, XIX-1251, 17, 19. reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German or 
Danish workshop. 
Lydum, XIX-1227, 11. pl, paten. 1500-25. 
Janderup, XIX-1047, 12.. we. 1503. 
Stilling, XVI-2941, .la, ZQ-24. pi, chalice. 1519. 
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SAVED 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. S chapel, E arch. Poor condition. c.l525. By Peter L..ykt. S-263, M-K 
18-3. 
Ho1b01, XXII-2012. wp. Choir, E arch, L detail. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-260, M-K 11-97. 
TORMENTSOFTHEDA~D 
Tandslet, XXIII-2427. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1480. S-263, M-K 25-9. 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. S chapel, E arch. Poor condition. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-263, M-K 
18-3. 
Kliplev, XXII-1980. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1600. S-260. 
Stilling, XVI-2941, 1.8., ZQ-21. pl, chalice. 1519. 
X. APOSTLES AND EVANGELISTS 
APOSTLES 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. c.1250. S-256, M-K 5-44. 
Janderup, XIX-1051, 25.. we, font cover. 1652. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
ANDREW 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, ZQ-22.. we. c.1475. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., .l.Q, 1.8.. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Ho, XIX-1361, ll-2.3.. we. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
BARTHOLOMEW 
Ballum, XXI-1407. wp. Apse. c.l250. S-256. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, H. we, reredos. c.l500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., .l.Q, 1.8.. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
JAMES THE GREAT 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 20-22. we. c.l475. 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. Choir, R. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-16. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, .1±. we, reredos. c.l500. 
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Henne, XIX-1247, 15., _lll, lB.. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Ho, XIX-1361, 13.-23.. we. c.1500. 
Ho, XIX-1366, 27-.ll. we. c.1500. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, ll. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
JAMES THE LESS 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 20-22. we. c.1475. 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. Choir, L. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-15. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., _lll, 18.. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, ll. we, reredos. c.1500. 
JOHN (SEE ALSO CRUCIFIXION WITH BVM AND JOHN, FOUR EVANGELISTS) 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 2!1-22.. we. c.1475. 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. Choir, L. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-15. 
Billum, XIX-1087, ~-2.1. we. c.1500. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Lunde, XIX-1118, 21. we. c.1500. 
Lunde, XIX-1121, 2.Q. we. c.1500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., _lll, 18.. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. · 
Ho, XIX-1361, .U-.Q. we. c.1500. 
Ho, XIX-1370, .3..5.. we. c.1500. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, 11. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, S arch. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-47. 
Janderup, XIX-1053, 22, 11. we, pulpit. c.1600. 
Billum, XIX-1095, 30. we, pulpit. c.1634. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
Billum, XIX-1084, _lll. we, reredos. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. Similar to Janderup. 
AI, XIX-1333, ll. we, pulpit. c.l647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
JUDE 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 20-22. we. c.1475. 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. Choir, R. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-16. 
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Kolt, XVI-2177. wp. N wall. c.1500. S-241. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Supplement to Part I 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., 16., J.a. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Ho, XIX-1361, 1.3.-2..3.. we. c.1500. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, ll. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
MATTHEW (SEE FOUR EVANGELISTS) 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 2.Q-22. we. c.1475. 
Kolt, XVI-2177. wp. N wall. c.1500. S-241. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, H. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15.. 16., J.a. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, 11. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-46. 
Janderup, XIX-1053, 22., .ll. we, pulpit. c.1600. 
Tistrup, XIX-1506, 2..5.. we, pulpit. 1611. By Claus Lauridsen's workshop in Kolding. 
Bill urn, XIX-1095, 30. we, pulpit. c.1634. By Jens Olufsen 's workshop. 
Billum, XIX-1084, 16. we, reredos. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. Similar to Janderup. 
Al, XIX-1333, 11. we, pulpiL 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
MATTHIAS 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 2.Q-22. we. c.l475. 
Kolt, XVI-2177. wp. N wall. c.1500. S-241. 
Lunde, XIX -1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, 15.-la. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
PAUL 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., l.Q, 1&. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Oksby,XIX-1393,ll. wc,reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
Supplement to Part I Danmarks Kirker 
PETER 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. Choir, N wall. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-68. 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. N wall, sect 2. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-75,21-76,21-77. 
Ballum, XXI-1407. wp. Apse. c.1250. S-256. 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 20-22. we. c.1475. 
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Henne, XIX-1247, 1.5., .1.6, I.a. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Ho, XIX-1366, 21-3.1. we. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
Tistrup, XIX-1506, 25. we, pulpit. 1611. By Claus Lauridsen's workshop in Kolding. 
PHILIP 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 2Q-22. we. c.1475. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 1, E arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-120. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., 16, 1.8.. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, ll. we, reredos. c.1500. 
SIMON 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 20-22. we. c.1475. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, E arch. L side in poor condition. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-134. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, H. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., .1.6, I.a. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, ll. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
THOMAS 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 2.Q-22. we. c.1475'. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, W arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-136. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Henne, XIX-1247, 15., .1.6, I.a. we, reredos. c.1500. By the "Imperialissima Master." North German 
or Danish workshop. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, ll. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. Sect 1. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
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FOUR EVANGELISTS 
Fruering, XVI-2975, 21. pw, pulpit. c.1616. By Givert Maler. 
Lunde, XIX-1128, 31... sc, gravestone. 1642. 
Ovtrup, XIX-1154, 22.. sc, gravestone. 1660-80. 
LUKE 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir E arch, L side. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-48. 
Janderup, XIX-1053, 22., .31. we, pulpit. c.1600. 
Supplement to Part I 
Tistrup, XIX-1506, 2.5,. we, pulpit. 1611. By Claus Lauridsen's workshop in Kolding. 
Billum, XIX-1095, 30. we, pulpit. c.l634. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, .12-18.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
Billum, XIX-1084, .l.Q. we, reredos. 1647. By Jens Olufsen' s workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333, 11. we, pulpit. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
MARK 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, E arch, R side. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-49. 
Janderup, XIX-1053, 29, .ll. we, pulpit. c.1600. 
Tistrup, XIX -1506, 2.5.. we, pulpit. 1611. By Claus Lauridsen's workshop in Kolding. 
Billum, XIX-1095, .3.Q. we, pulpit. c.1634. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, ll-18.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
SYMBOLS OF THE EVANGELISTS 
AI, XIX-1330, .6.5.-Q.U. we, rood. 1200-25. In NM. 
Ho, XIX-1371, }fi. we, processional crucifix. c.1425. In NM. 
AI, XIX-1341, 18.. sc, gravestone. 1494. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, W arch. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-45. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, E arch, L side. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-48. 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. S chapel, E arch. Poor condition. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-263, M-K 
18-3, 18-4, 18-5. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Cross arch, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-256, M-K 5-52. 
Ovtrup, XIX-1154, 22.. sc, gravestone. 1660-80. 
Supplement to Part I Danmarks Kirker 
XI. SAINTS 
ST. BARBARA 
Lunde, XIX-1113, .1.4. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Haderslev Cathedral, XX-123. wp. N side nave. c.1500. S-260. 
ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA 
Harlev, XVI-2009. wp. Choir, N wall. c.1474. S-240. 
Lunde, XIX-1113, 14. we, reredos. c.1500. 
ST. CHRISTOPHER 
Stilling, XVI-2961, 18., 2.0.-2.4. pl, chalice. 1519. 
ST. CLEMENT 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, E arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-128. 
ST. DIONYSIUS 
FArup, XVI-1883 . wp. Choir, E arch. 1492. S-239. 
ST. DOROTHY 
Lunde, XIX-1113, H . we, reredos. c.1500. 
ST. ERASMUS 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-43. 
Janderup, XIX-1048, 20. we. c.1500. 
ST. GEORGE 
L0gum Klosterkirke, XXI-1095. wp. Column, E row. c.1510. S-260. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. N wall, top row. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-66. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. N chapel, E wall. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-50, 5-51. 
ST. LAWRENCE 
Arhus, Vor Frue, XVI-1003. wp. Choir, S wall. c.1450. S-254. 
ST. MARGARET 
Lunde, XIX-1113, H. we, reredos. c.1500. 
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ST. NICHOLAS 
Al, XIX-1322. wp. Nave, N walL c.1200-25. S-211. 
AI, XIX-1322. wp. OverS door. c.1200-25. S-2'11. 
Arhus, Vor Frue, XVI-1003. wp. Main nave, W arch. c.1450. S-254. 
Henne, XIX-1252, ZQ, 21. we. c.1500. 
ST. NIKEFORUS 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. c.1525. By Peter L .. ykt. S-256, M-K 5-57. 
ST. OLAF 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 2!2-22.. we. c.1475. 
Supplement to Part I 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, E arch, R pendentive. c.l490. S-244, M-K 21-131. 
ST. PETER THE MARTYR 
Arhus, Vor Frue, XVI-1003. wp. S side nave, S arch. c.1450. S-254. 
ST. STEPHEN 
Lunde, XIX -1113, H. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Lunde, XIX-1118, 1.2.. we. c.1500. 
ST. THOMAS BECKET 
Mfu'slet, XVI-2253. wp. N wall, L. 1200-25. S-242. 
ST. VINCENT 
Arhus, Vor Frue, XVI-1003. wp. S side nave, S arch. c.1450. S-254. 
SAINT, UNIDENTIFIED 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. Choir, N wall. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-68. 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. Chancel arch. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-70. 
L0nne, XIX -1281, .8., ll, .11. we, reredos. c.14 7 5. 
S0nderbjerg, XII-755. wp. Choir, N wall. c.1500. S-207. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. N wall. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-4. 
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XII. ALLEGORIES AND ALLEGORICAL SUBJECTS 
ALLEGORY, UNIDENTIFIED 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1193. wp. E sect, N arch. S-203, M-K 18-104. 
CHARITY 
L0nne, XIX-1281, 2a:.Q. we, altar panel. c.1630. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, .1..2-1.8.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333,11. we, pulpit. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
CHASTITY 
Janderup, XIX-1044, U-1.8.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
DEATH 
Janderup, XIX-1063, 13.. 44. sc, epitaph. c.1650. 
FAITH 
Lunde, XIX-1128, la. sc, gravestone. 1642. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, 15.-1.8.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333, 11. we, pulpit. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
FORTITUDE 
Janderup, XIX-1044, .1..2-1.8.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333, 11. we, pulpit. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
HEAVENLY JERUSALEM 
Haderslev Cathedral, XX-123. wp. S cross arch. c.1500. S-260. 
HOPE 
Lunde, XIX-1128, ~. sc, gravestone. 1642. 
Janderup, XIX-1044, .12-lli. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333, 11. we, pulpit. By Jens Olufsen 's workshop. 
JUSTICE 
Janderup, XIX-1044, .1..2-.lli. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333, 71. we, pulpit. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
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MASS, ALLEGORY OF 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 1, N arch. c.l490. S-244, M-K 21-123. 
MODERATION 
Janderup, XIX-1044, 1..2-.lli. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
AI, XIX-1333, 11. we, pulpit. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
PASSION 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 1, S arch. c.l490. S-244, M-K 21-124. 
Astrup, XVI-2339. wp. Choir, S arch. c.1500. S-237, M-K 3-14. 
REFORMATION 
Br!ims, XXI-1224. wp. N wall, top row. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-67,5-74, 5-75. 
1REEOFLIFE 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-28. 
Vitved, XVI-3017, 1. sc, door jamb. c.1150. 
VICE 
Dybb0l, XXIII-2209. wp. S side of chancel arch. c.1500. S-260, M-K 6-37. 
VIRTUE 
Dybb01, XXIII-2209. wp. N side of chancel arch. c.1500. S-260, M-K 6-38. 
WISDOM 
Janderup, XIX-1044, 15.-18.. we, reredos. 1645. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
Al, XIX-1333,11. we, pulpit. 1647. By Jens Olufsen's workshop. 
WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN 
Supplement to Part I 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, E arch, L pendentive. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-135. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21 -142. 
Sp0rring, XVI-1671. wp. Sect 2, E arch. 1491-1520. S-245, M-K 22-80. 
Supplement to Part I Danmarks Kirker 
XIII. MISCELLANEOUS 
ANIMALS AND BIRDS 
Bird 
Vitved, XVI-3017, Q. sc, tympanum. c.1150. Similar to tympanum in Stilling. 
Chicken 
Sp0rring, XVI-1671. wp. 1491-1520. S-245, M-K 22-81. 
Deer 
Dog 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-28. 
Fruering, XVI-2975, 23.. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Janderup, XIX-1051. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Billum, XIX-1093. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Kvong, XIX-1173, 12.. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Torstrup, XIX-1430. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-43. 
Fruering, XVI-2975, 21. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Janderup, XIX-1051. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Billum, XIX-1093. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Kvong, XIX-1173, .1.2. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Torstrup, XIX-1430. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Dragon 
N0rre Nebel, XIX-1194, 20.-22. we. c.1475. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. N wall, top row. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-65. 
Fantasy Animal 
Vestervig, XII-637. wp. N sect, over N door. c.1500. S-210, M-K 28-84. 
Fox 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, E arch, L pendentive. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-135. 
Sp0rring, XVI-1671. wp. Sect 2, E arch. 1491-1520. S-245, M-K 22-80. 
Sp0rring, XVI-1671. wp. 1491-1520. S-245, M-K 22-81. 
Goose 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, E arch, L pendentive. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-135. 
Sp0rring, XVI-1671. wp. Sect 2, E arch. 1491-1520. S-245, M-K 22-80. 
Lion 
Stilling, XVI-2963, 28. sc, font. c.1150. East Jutland Lion style. 
Vitved, XVI-3017, Q. sc, tympanum. c.1150. Similar to tympanum in Stilling. 
Vitved, XVI-3017, 1. sc, door jamb. c.1150. 
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Vitved,XVI-3017,22. sc,font. c.1150. EastJutlandlionstyle. 
Billum, XIX-1092, 21. cast, altar candlestick. c.1550. 
Unicorn 
Sp0rring, XVI-1671. wp. 1491-1520. S-245, M-K 22-82. 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-28. 
HUMANS, UNIDENTIFIED 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-56. 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. Top of arch. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-58. 
Supplement to Part I 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, E arch, L pendentive. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-130. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, W wall. Fragment. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-137. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-139. 
Arhus, Vor Frue klosterkirke, XVI-1289. wp. End wall, R. 1517. S-255. 
Abbot, unidentified 
Fruering, XVI-2975, .ll, 34. sc, gravestone. c.1150. In Odder Museum. 
Bishop, unidentified 
Billum, XIX-1088, 22-M. we. c.1300. 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Sect 1, E arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-45. 
Ho, XIX-1361, .1..3.-2..3.. we. c.1500. 
Ho, XIX-1366, 21-.ll. we. c.1500. 
Oksby, XIX-1393, 11. we, reredos. c.1500. 
Janderup, XIX-1047, 1.2.. we. 1503. 
Stilling, XVI-2964, 1&, 2Q-24. pl chalice. 1519. 
Deacon, unidentified 
Ho, XIX-1361, .1..3.-2..3.. we. c.1500. 
Donor picture 
Tved, XII-264. wp. E arch. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-1,26-2. 
Emperor 
J anderup, XIX -104 7, 12.. we. 1503. 
Fantasy Human 
Tandslet, XXIII-2427. wp. c.1480. S-263, M-K 25-10. 
Flagellant 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-41. 
Juggler 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, NW corner. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-132,21-133. 
King 
MArslet, XVI-2253. wp. N wall, L. 1200-25. S-242. 
Supplement to Part I Danmarks Kirker 
Janderup, XIX-1047, 12.. we. 1503. 
Monk 
Haderslev Cathedral, XX-123. wp. N cross arch. c. 1500. S-260. 
Pope 
Janderup, XIX-1047, 12.. we. 1503. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. N wall, R, top, L. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-74. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. N wall, top row. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-67. 
HUMANS,NA:rvfED 
Emperor Maxentius, 




Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. N wall. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-76. 
Billum, XIX-1092, 11. sc, font. c.1150-1200. Similar to Lydum, Vester Nebel, Guldager, 
Grimstrup, and Arre. 
RELIGIOUS OBJECTS AND MOTIFS 
Chalice 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. E arch. Poor condition, part lost. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-54. 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. W arch. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-55. 
Cross, unusual 
Tved, XXII-264. wp. Chancel arch, N side, top. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-5. 
Crozier 
Fruering, XVI-2975, .3.3., .3.1. sc, gravestone. c.1150. In Odder Museum. 
Holy Grail 
Haderslev Cathedral, XX-123. wp. S cross arch. c.1500. S-260. 
Mandorla 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Detail C of apse. c.1250. S-256, M-K 5-43. 
Processional cross 
Fruering, XVI-2975, .3.3., .3.1. sc, gravestone. c.l150. In Odder Museum. 
Rosary 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, E arch, LR. c.l490. S-244, M-K 21-129. 
Tau cross 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. N wall, sect 2. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-21. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-73, 5-72. 
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Tved, XII-264. wp. Chancel arch, N side, top. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-5. 
Vexillum 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-118. 
Dybb01, XXIII-2209. wp. Choir. c.1500. Poor condition. S-260, M-K 6-36. 
SECULAR OBJECTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Arms and armor 
Lyngby, Arhus, XVI-1613. wp. N wall. c.1175. S-242, M-K 16-32, 16-33, 16-34, 16-35, 16-36, 
16-37. 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. N wall. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-71,21-72,21-73, 21-74. 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-43. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 1, W arch, L c.1490. S-244, M- K 21-121. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 1, N arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-123. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, S arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-127. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect2, E arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-129,21-131. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, W arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-136. 
Arhus, Vor Frue klosterkirke, XVI-1289. wp. End wall, R. 1517. S-255. 
Br~ns, XXI-1224. wp. N wall, top row. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-65,5-68,5-69,5-71,5-73,5-74. 
Battle frieze 
Lyngby, XVI-1613. wp. N walL c.1175. S-242, M-K 16-32, 16-33. 16-34, 16-35, 16-36, 16-37. 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. N wall. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-71,21-72,21-73,21-74. 
AI, XIX-1322. wp. Nave, N wall. c.1200-25. S-211. 
Biblia Pauperum, influenced by 
Br~ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row on N walL 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-68. 
Book 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Detail C of apse. c.1250. S-256, M-K 5-43. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Choir, S arch. S-256, M-K 5-47. 
Br~ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N walL 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-69. 
Builder's mark 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-29,25-30. 
Building 
MArslet, XVI-2253. wp. N wall, L. 1200-25. S-242. 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. N wall, sect 2. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-75. 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. N wall. c.1250. S-263, M-K 18-2. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Apse. c.1250. S-256, M-K 5-42. 
Tandslet, XXIII-2427. wp. Choir, E arch. c.l480. S-263, M-K 25-9. 
Burkal, XXI-1630. wp. Choir. c.1500. S-260. 
Oxenved, XX-556. wp. Choir. 1500-20. By the Lily Workshop. S-262. 
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H0jer, XXI-1031. wp, E arch. 1500-20. By the Lily Workshop. S-260. 
H0jst, XXI-1574. wp. Nave. 1500-20. By the Lily Workshop. S-260. 
Holb01, XXII-2012. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-260, M-K 11-96. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. S-256, M-K 5-52, 5-53, 5-54, 5-56. 
Tandslet, XXIIII-2427. wp. c.1525. S-263, M-K 25-12, 25-13. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-69,5-70,5-72,5-74,5-76,5-77. 
L0jt, XXII-1788. wp. c.1530. By Peter L..ykt. S-261, M-K 16-59, 16-60, 16-61. 
H0rup, XXIII-2362. wp. Nave. c.1550. S-260. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-50, 5-51. 
Decorative motifs 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-140,21-141. 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-29,25-30, 25-31. 
Astrup, XVI-2339. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1500. S-237, M-K 3-15. 
Janderup, XIX-1043. wp. 1500-50. By the Lily Workshop. S-202, M-K 13-1, 13-2. 
Grump, XII-571. wp. Sect 1. c.1530. S-201. 
Bedsted, XII-556. wp. Sect 1. c.1575. S-197. 
Furnishings 
MArslet, XVI-2253. wp. N wall, L. 1200-25. S-242. 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. Choir, N wall. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-68. 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, N arch. c.1490. S-250, M-K 28-41. 
Tilst, XVI-1565. wp. N wall, sect 1. Poor condition. c.1500. S-246, M-K 25-17. 
Dybb0l, XXIII-2209. wp. N side of chancel arch. c.1500. S-260, M-K 6-38. 
Br0ns, XXI-1224. wp. Bottom row, N wall. 1525-35. S-257, M-K 5-69,5-71. 
Tved, XII-264. wp. N wall. c.1530. S-209, M-K 26-3. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. N chapel, E wall. c.1587. S-256, M-K 5-50, 5-51 
Hapsburg coat of arms 
Ovtrup, XIX-1148, 1.8.. em.m, baptismal dish. c.1550. S. German. 
Jew's hat 
MArslet, XVI-2253. wp. N wall, R. 1200-25. S-242. 
Mask 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-56, 16-57. 
Musical instrument 
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Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, NW corner, R. c.1490. Tabor, pipe. S-244, M-K 21-132. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. c.1490. Bagpipes. S-244, M-K 21-142. 
Arhus, Vor Frue klosterkirke, XVI-1289. wp. End wall, R. 1517. S-255. 
Nordborg, XXIII-2180. wp. S chapel, E arch. Poor condition. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. 
Trumpet. S-263, M-K 18-3. 
Vestervig, XII-637. wp. N sect, over N door. c.1500. Bagpipe. S-210, M-K 28-84. 
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S0nderbjerg, XII-755. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1500. S-207. 
Dybb01, XXIII-2209. wp. S side of chancel arch. c.1500. Tabor. S-260, M-K 6-37. 
Holb01, XXII-2012. wp. Choir, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. Trumpet with bell. S-260, 
M-K 11-96. 
Broager, XXIII-2301. wp. Cross arch, E arch. c.1525. By Peter L..ykt. Trumpet. S-256, M-K 
5-52. 
Sennels, XII-318. wp. E arch. Heavily restored. 1525-30. S-205. 
M0gelt0nder, XXI-1301. wp. E wall, W arch. c.1500. S-261. 
Rome 
Skanderup, XVI-2281. wp. N wall, sect 2. 1200-25. S-243, M-K 21-75. 
Tools 
Vejlby, XVI-1453. wp. Choir, E arch. c.l490. S-250, M-K 28-43. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 2, E arch. c.1490. S-244, M-K 21-128. 
Skivholme, XVI-1941. wp. Sect 3, E arch. L side in poor condition. c.1490. S-244, M-K 
21-134. 
Wattle fence 
Lysabild, XXIII-2408. wp. W arch. c.1425. S-261, M-K 16-55. 
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XIV. ARTISANS AND WORKSHOPS 













Henne 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
J anderup workshop 
rood 
Janderup 7 
S0nder Vium 7 
Lauridsen, Claus, workshop of, in Kolding 
pulpit 













Holb01 1, 9, 10, 23,24 
L0jt 22 




North German workshop, "Imperialissima Master" 
woodcarving 
Henne 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
Olufsen, Jens from Yarde, workshop of 
font cover 
Janderup 1, 5, 10 
pulpit 
AI2, 9, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18 
Billum 9, 11, 12, 14 
reredos 
Billum 11,12, 14 







South German Workshop 
baptismal dish 
Billum 2, 19 
Fruering 3, 19 
Janderup 3, 19 
Kvong 3, 19 
Lunde 3 
Ovtrup 23 
Torstrup 3, 19 
Vitved workshop 
tympanum 
Stilling 1, 7, 19 
Vitved 1, 7 , 19 

